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About Cyril Rolando
By profession, Cyril Rolando is a clinician psychologist in 

France, but in his spare time he is a digital artist and 
contributor to deviantART under the name Aquasixio. 
Rolando draws inspiration from his profession, human 

emotions, Tim Burton, and Hayao Miyazaki to create pieces 
that are as fantastical as they are surreal. Rolando 

self-describes his work as “a return to childhood, where 
animals can speak, dreams become reality and imagination 

rules the world.



Artistic approach :
My artistic approach is set between surreal and fantasy style... in one word : Otherworldly. I never took art course that's why 
I have few anatomy/perspective notions. I work with intuition to compensate for this lack of knowledge and venture into 
colors. I use only Photoshop CS2 and a Wacom tablet. I don't know how to draw on paper support.

Inspiration :
I am curious of life. I admire the work of the time, the evolution of societies, the change of thoughts, the human 
revolutions....how drops after drops are born oceans. I choose the pseudo Aquasixio to put together my favorite element 
with my favorite digit. My characters are often lost children or in quest for their truth (and not THE truth). Their stories are 
quite sad but the darkness of life is more inspiring than happy and safe people, in my opinion. 

Digital painter :
I am realistic and quite pessimistic. I try to remain authentic, I don't think myself as an artist, but a simple Photoshop user. 
Since I work as psychologist, I have more distance with my art hobby. The popularity makes me feel as ill at ease as the 
indifference. I am really impressed by the artworks of the young artists gathered on Deviant Art, I admire the job of janaschi, 
loish, and arcipello and many other. I am proud to be a member of the new generation but I can't invest myself more on this 
way.
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With your elbow partner, read the 
previous slides about surreal artist 
Cyril Rolando.  Then using the links  
provided answer the questions on 
the next slide  

You can open a brand new google 
doc, share it with one another so 
you can both work on it 
simultaneously . just remember to 
share it with me for grading.  



1. Who is Cyril Rolando and why do you think he has a unique perspective as a 
surreal artist. 

2. Pick an artwork (from the links) and  analyze its meaning
a. What's the title
b. Upon first glance why did u pick this artwork? why are you attracted to it?
c. List 5 things you see
d. Is this scene logical or surreal? Why?
e. Based on what you see/ observe, infer what think this artwork means.
f. Do you like the artwork more of less after you've analyzed it?



3.  Using the artwork to the 
right, analyze his technic.

●  Which art element do you 
think the artist did well, 
color, composition , value?

● How do you think this artist 
achieved his realistic 
painting technique?

● How do you think the artist 
achieves different 
believable painted 
textures,ie the skin looks 
smooth and the water 
looks like it glistens. 


